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A B S T R A C T  
 

 

Classification of various rice types and determination of its quality is a major issue in the scientific and 

commercial fields associated with modern agriculture. In recent years, various image processing 

techniques are used to identify different types of agricultural products. There are also various color and 
texture-based features in order to achieve the desired results in this area. In this paper, the problem of 

rice categorization and quality detection using compressive sensing concepts is considered. This issue 

includes sparse representation and dictionary learning techniques to achieve over-complete models and 
represent the structural content of rice variety. Also, dictionaries are learned in such a way to have the 

least coherence values to each other. The results of the proposed classifier based on the learned models 

are compared with the results obtained from the neural network and support vector machine classifiers. 
Simulation results show that the proposed method based on the combinational features is able to 

identify the type of rice grain and determine its quality with high accuracy rate. 

doi: 10.5829/ije.2018.31.11b.15 
 

  
1. INTRODUCTION* 
 
Rice classification and detection of its quality is the 

main field in image processing attracted many 

researchers in recent years. Rice is one of the most 

important food products for people in Iran and the world 

[1]. The traditional methods based on vision and 

olfaction are very common in this field, but there are 

typically time-consuming and are not particularly 

reliable for an inexperienced buyer. Also, mental 

conditions such as fatigue in this sensory evaluation can 

greatly affect the diagnostic procedure. Therefore, data 

mining and image processing techniques are applied in 

this area to lead to more accurate classification in a 

short time. Using these processing techniques and 

feature extraction of the recorded images, we can 

identify the quality of various agricultural products [2-

3]. Although this issue is important, there is little 

research in this area. The classification results of wheat, 

oats and rye grains were considered using a combination 

of color, texture and morphological characteristics [3]. 

The color and texture-based features are used to train a 
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back propagation neural network and detect wheat, 

barley, oats and rye grains [4]. The appropriate 

classification accuracy is obtained using these features. 

The bulk and individual samples of wheat, barley, 

oats, and rye varieties were categorized using color and 

texture-based characteristics and proper results were 

obtained [5]. A method for categorization of six rice 

types using color and morphological features is reported 

in literature [6]. Seven color features and forty 

morphological properties of each rice grain were 

extracted and used in the classification step. The 

characteristics related to length, area, perimeter, 

maximum length, maximum width and compression for 

three rice types were calculated and classification 

procedure is carried out by the neural network.  The 

color and appearance of rice are considered using image 

processing methods [8].  The quality of rice varieties 

was investigated based on the observed broken rice 

grains by calculating the length and width of grains 

based upon bulk data [9]. In fact, the color-based 

property and gray level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) 

are extracted from the rice images and the neural 

network classifier is used [10]. The morphological 

characteristics of four Iranian rice products have been 

extracted and the classification is carried out based on 
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linear discriminant analysis (LDA) and artificial neural 

network [11]. The classification of three Iranian rice 

products from the mixed samples was performed by the 

combinational coefficients including GLCM and local 

binary pattern (LBP) features [12]. Then, the 

combination of two methods of Fisher's coefficient and 

principal component analysis (PCA) are used to select 

the effective features in this categorization. The used 

classifier is learning vector quantization (LVQ) neural 

network. In most papers, a rice classification method is 

presented using individual recorded samples [7, 11-12]. 

Another procedure for rice classification uses the bulk 

sample [13-14]. The texture-based features based on 

GLCM and back propagation neural network were used 

to determine five Iranian rice products [13]. Based on 

the bulk samples of rice grains, the quality detection of 

rice product has only been investigated by Mousavirad 

and Akhlaghiantab [14]. Hashemi rice is considered as 

the main rice and it is combined in different percentages 

with Basmati rice which has less nutritious and lower 

price [14]. The ratio of these combinations is from 5% 

up to 50%. The histogram-based, GLSM and LBP 

features are used in this method. Also, a genetic 

algorithm is utilized to select the main coefficients of 

feature vector. 

In this paper, a new method for rice classification 

and quality detection is proposed based on the concept 

of compressive sensing. In this technique, dictionary 

learning and sparse coding procedures lead to over-

complete models for different rice types. The proposed 

dictionary learning algorithm is designed in such a way 

that the trained model for each rice type has the least 

coherence value with other trained models. Different 

rice types considered in this paper are Tarom, Shiroodi, 

Fajr, and Binam that are very used in the north of Iran. 

In section 2 of this paper, the dictionary learning 

procedureis introduced, and then different feature 

extraction methods are investigated in section 3. Section 

4, the proposed classification algorithm is discussed.  

Section 5, the results of the proposed classifier are 

reported and compared with other common classifiers. 

In the last section, the paper is concluded. 

 

 

2. DICTIONARY LEARNING AND SPARSE 
REPRESENTATION 
The input image I can be modeled using the dictionary 

learning technique as: 

(1) mI DX  

where Im is a data matrix including different patches of 

I. The input image is divided into different patches Im∈M 

that M involves the dimension of these patches. The 

data matrix Im can be coded by a linear combination of 

the defined atoms over an over-complete dictionary D ∈
ℝP×L, L > 𝑃 as stated in Equation (1). This dictionary 

includes L columns or atoms {dl}l=1
L  with unit norm 

‖d(:,l)‖
2

= 1, ∀l = 1, … , L. The coding matrix X with K 

cardinality parameter and L ≫ K consists of the sparse 

coefficients of Im[15-16]. The value of cardinality 

parameter K determines that how many columns of D 

can participate in the representation of each input data. 

The sparse representation problem with the 

approximation error and sparsity constraint terms is 

formulated [17]: 

(2) 
*

X

X argmin I DX s.t.  X K   
2

2 0
 

where ‖X‖0 denotes the number of non-zero coefficients 

in each row of  X. The over-complete dictionary 

learning was first presented for image denoising using 

K-SVD technique [17].  

 

 

3. FEATURE EXTRACTION 
 

The feature extraction step is the first step of rice 

classification problem similar to all common classifiers 

[18-20]. In the following, different methods for 

extracting these features are investigated. 

 
3. 1. Gabor Filter         One of the important features in 

the image analysis is the magnitude and phase 

coefficients generated by applying Gabor filter to the 

image. Using this linear filter, the frequency 

components in different directions of image pixels are 

calculated, which is very important in order to 

distinguish between different regions of the image. A 

filtered image is obtained by applying Gabor filter in the 

specified directions of an image. The Gabor filter is 

yielded by the expansion and rotation of a Gabor 

function expressed as follows [21-22]: 

(3) 
x y x

y

g(x, y) / ( )exp[ / (x / ( )

y / ( )) j (xCos ySin )]

    

      

2 2

2 2

1 2 1 2
 

where, σx and σy are standard deviations along the x 

and y directions. Also, ω and θ are the frequency and 

desired direction.  The output of each Gabor function at 

the specified angle is two magnitude and phase matrices 

with the same dimension to the original image [21-22]. 

 

3. 2. Local Binary Pattern (LBP)        The local 

binary pattern algorithm is one of the most robust 

feature extraction procedures that is widely used in the 

related fields to image retrieval [22]. This algorithm is a 

rotation-invariant descriptor to analyze grayscale 

images in order to extract the properties of adjacent 

textures. This attribute makes it possible that the change 

in the position, light or rotation of a sample has less 

adverse effect in a classification algorithm. There are 

several procedures to calculate the LBP coefficients that 
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depend on the choice of neighborhood type. These 

neighborhoods can be considered as diagonal or circular 

with different radius [22]. 

 

3. 3. Histogram of Oriented Gradients          One of 

the feature extraction algorithms in image processing, 

which is very effective in classification purposes, is the 

histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) [23]. In this 

method, the number of gradient occurrence in different 

directions of the local sections in the image is 

calculated. This counting is done on different cells that 

are considered in the overlapped blocks of image. In this 

case, the image is first divided into the blocks with 50% 

overlap and then each block is divided into four cells. 

The gradient at every pixel has a magnitude and a 

direction or angle. The magnitude and angle of gradient 

in each pixel of the selected cell are calculated. Then, a 

histogram with 9 directions consists of different 

gradient angles in the range from 0 to π is obtained. It 

should be noted that this descriptor is rotation-variant, 

but the difference in the illumination intensity will have 

a little effect on the extracted properties [23].  

 

 

3. 4. Gray Level Co-Occurrence Matrix       nother 

feature that determines the texture properties of the 

image is gray level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) [24]. 

The textural information of an image can be expressed 

by means of a matrix with relative abundances P(i,j) that 

the value of each row with the number of row i and the 

column number j represent the number of occurrence 

neighborhoods with the same gray level value in the 

different directions (for example 0°, 45°, 90°, 135°, and 

180°). The coefficients of the GLCM matrix are not 

used directly as features for classification, but some 

statistical parameters resulted in GLCM coefficients 

determine the texture properties of the image. These 

parameters include mean, variance, energy, the range of 

variations in relative abundance, contrast, homogeneity, 

uncertainty, maximum relative frequency, correlation, 

and entropy. Selection of all or a part of these second-

order statistical properties in the image processing 

routine will be effective in the texture analysis of image 

[24]. 

 

 

3. 5. Moments         The other statistical feature 

discussed in the field of image processing, which is very 

important due to its rotation-invariant property, is the 

extracted moments of the image [25]. The values of this 

feature set, which consists of seven coefficients of the 

first to seventh moments, do not change with the image 

rotation in each direction. Therefore, this feature set will 

be very important in the classification algorithms that 

the rotation problem is a fundamental challenge for 

them. 

4. THE PROPOSED METHOD FOR RICE 
CLASSIFICATION  
 
In order to solve the rice classification problem in the 

proposed algorithm, at first, an over-complete model is 

learned for each data set. Some samples of this data set 

are shown in Figure 1.  

 

4. 1. 1. Rice Data Recording     In order to prepare the 

bulk samples for different types of rice grains, a box 

with dimensions of 30cm×40cm ×60cm is prepared as 

shown in Figure 2. In order to create a consistent light in 

the interior of the box, 4 LED strips are used with the 

length 25cm in the inner and upper sides of the box to 

prevent from shadowing over samples. A circle with the 

diameter of 5cm was created at the center of the upper 

level of the box to mount the camera. To prepare the 

samples, a rectangular container with dimension 

10cm×10cm was used. The rice sample is placed in this 

container and its surface is flattened so that no shadow 

can be created over the sample. The Sony Imaging 

Camera with a 300imx sensor and 19-Megapixel 

resolution is used to record images. 

 

4. 1. 2. Sparse Coding and Dictionary Learning in 
the Proposed Method         In order to properly 

categorize the rice varieties, a structured set of data 

related to each class can be used as a comprehensive 

model using a specific procedure called the dictionary 

learning technique.  

 

 
(b) 

 
(a) 

 
(d) 

 
(c) 

Figure 1. Some bulk samples of training data used in the rice 

classification problem. a) Tarom rice. b) Shiroodi rice. c) Fajr 

rice. d) Binam rice 

 

 
Figure 2. The box designed to capture image 
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The first step of dictionary learning procedure is the 

sparse coding of training data. An initial dictionary is 

selected randomly from the training data. Then, using 

sparse coding, according to Equation (2), the sparsity 

coefficients are obtained. The next step in the dictionary 

learning algorithms is to update the dictionary's atoms 

according to the input data patches. In the second step, 

the dictionary atoms are updated according to the 

resulted coefficient matrix. In the proposed rice 

classification algorithm, the least angle regression with 

coherence criterion (LARC) sparse representation 

method is used [26]. 

In the LARC coding, a stop condition based on the 

coherence parameter between the atoms and training 

data is utilized [26]. Using this algorithm, only atoms 

whose coherence value with data patches remains more 

than a certain value, named as residual coherence Coh, 

are included in the dictionary. The sparse representation 

using this algorithm can be expressed as: 

(4)  *X LRAC D,X,  K,Coh  

where Coh indicates the value of residual coherence. 

Also, K is the variable cardinality parameter and can be 

selected from 0 to K in the sparse coding procedure. 

The mutual coherence between the dictionary atoms is 

obtained based on the maximum value of the correlation 

for different atoms as follows: 

(5)   i j
i, j L ,i j

μ D max d .d
  


1

 

where d is the dictionary atoms.The maximum absolute 

value of the correlation between the atoms should be 

obtained as small as possible to result in a trained model 

with independent learned atoms [26]. It is usually 

difficult to find a dictionary with the minimum 

coherence value between its atoms when the dictionary 

dimension is high. Therefore, some approximate 

methods are used to access the dictionary with the 

incoherent atoms. The approximation procedure in order 

to solve this problem leads to the definition of Gram 

matrix G = DTD. It should be noted that if the Gram 

matrix of a dictionary is in the form of the unitary 

matrix, then the atoms of this dictionary are as 

independent as possible [27]. In order to achieve this 

Gram matrix for any desired dimension of the 

dictionary, some different approximate solutions are 

utilized. One of these solutions is the post-processing 

algorithm in the dictionary learning process. An 

iterative projection followed by rotation (IPR) technique 

is introduced in order to obtain the desired Gram matrix 

[27].  

 
4. 1. 3. The Correction of Dictionary Atoms      In 

this classification problem based on the learned models, 

it is important that the designed dictionaries belong to 

each data class do not have any similarity with each 

other and a distinction can be made between different 

categories. Therefore, the learned dictionary must have 

the least coherence value with the atoms of other 

dictionary classes.  In this section, I consider the issue 

of whether the atoms with the same structure exist in the 

representation of training data in a fixed dictionary 

related to each rice class. If this problem is confirmed 

then a routine is designed to reduce this similarity. In 

the proposed correction step, a composite dictionary 

D=[DT DSHDF DB]including the dictionaries related to 

Tarom rice DT, Shiroodi rice DSH, Fajr rice DF, and 

Binam rice DB is considered. Then the data related to 

each class, for example the Tarom rice, is coded over 

this composite dictionary: 

  

  

* * * *

T SH F B T SH F B

T TSH F B F B
,

SH F
, ,SH F B

, , , ,  D  D  D  D ,

arg min D  D  D  D    X  X ' ||

 

 2

X X X XT

X X X X I

I X| X |

      LARC  coh
 (6) 

where I includes the training images. In the following, 

the energy of the sparse coefficients is calculated for 

different rice varieties: 

F
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 (7) 

As the data related to Tarom rice should not be 

represented on the other dictionaries, the atoms of other 

dictionaries such as DSH, DF, and DB which have the 

largest energy in this representation are replaced by the 

dictionary atoms that have the least energy in this sparse 

coding. Also, the sparse coding of other data class is 

performed on this composite dictionary and the energy 

of this representation related to rice data is calculated.  

 

4. 2. The Proposed Classifier         As mentioned, it is 

important in the dictionary learning that the captured 

atoms have the highest coherence value with the 

training data. Also, these atoms should have the least 

coherence value with each other, and with the atoms of 

other data classes. In this section, the proposed method 

for identification of the rice grains based on the 

incoherent dictionaries is proposed. In order to classify 

the rice data, the conventional classifiers such as neural 

network and support vector machine (SVM) are not 

used, but it is suggested that a dictionary-based 

classifier based on the extracted features of the sparse 

representation algorithm introduced in Section 4.1, is 

designed. Block diagram of the proposed method 

including training and test steps is shown in Figure 3. 

 

 
5. SIMULATION RESULTS 
 
In order to evaluate the proposed method, a data set for 

each rice product is collected according to section 4.1.  
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Figure 3. Block diagram of the proposed rice classification 

method based on the learning incoherent models 
 

 

This collection contains 400 color image data for each 

rice variety with the image size of 350×600. At first, 

three color channels are determined for the input data 

and the gray levels of each channel are calculated. 

Then,the feature extraction process for each channel is 

performed. The cardinality value in the LARC 

algorithm depends on the dimension of the training data. 

The Coh coherency parameter that was expressed in 

Equations (4) and (6) is set to 0.2 in all simulations. The 

redundancy rate for each rice data class is set to four for 

all features. In order to learn the dictionary in the 

training step, 300 images of each rice type are used and 

also 100 images are considered in the test step to 

evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm. 

The performance evaluation of different methods is 

determined by the classification accuracy rate calculated 

by the percentage of test data categorized divided by the 

total number of test data. 

 

5. 1. Feature Extraction based on HOG     The 

extracted feature vector in this experiment is based on 

HOG coefficients with 9×9 cell size and 50% overlap 

and also 2×2 block size. At first, the size of input image 

is converted to 70×70. The dimension of HOG-based 

features including 36 blocks with 9×9 cell size, 9 bins 

and 4 directions is 1296. The cardinality rate in the 

training and test steps of this simulation is set to 35, 

which is achieved due to the smallest calculated 

approximation error according to the experimental 

results. The results of classification accuracy rate using 

HOG features for the different classifiers including the 

feed forward neural network (FFNN) with 30 hidden 

layers, SVM and incoherent dictionary learning 

technique are reported in Table 1. As shown, the 

classification accuracy rate for the proposed method is 

greater than the results of the other classifiers.  

5. 2. Feature Extraction based on Gabor     
According to section 3.1, the magnitude and phase of 

Gabor coefficients are the important features in the 

texture analysis using the extracted frequency 

components in the different directions of image. The 

sum of the row and column elements of the magnitude 

Gabor matrix is considered as the final features for 

dictionary learning. As a result, a 560×400 training data 

is used for each category of rice image. The cardinality 

value using these features in the training and test steps is 

set to 30 according to the data dimension of 560, which 

is estimated from the experimental tests to result in the 

lowest approximation error.The results of classification 

rate using the defined Gabor features calculated for 

different classifiers including a feed-forward neural 

network with 30 hidden layers,support vector machine, 

and an incoherent dictionary learning algorithm are 

presented in Table 2. It can be seen that the proposed 

classifier achieves the desired results using the 

magnitude feature of the Gabor coefficients. Therefore, 

this category of features can provide an appropriate 

distinction between the different data classes. In 

addition, along with the magnitude of the Gabor 

coefficients, the phase of these features is also used, and 

the final feature vector is set based on the column mean 

of the magnitude and phase matrices in order to learn 

the dictionaries.Therefore, a 140×400 training data for 

the rice image data is used. The cardinality rate for these 

features in the training and test steps is adjusted to 20 

according to the data dimension. It means that each 

training data is at most represented with 20 atoms. The 

results of the classification accuracy rate using this 

category of features for the mentioned classifiers are 

reported in Table 3.  

 
 

 

TABLE 1. Percentage of classification accuracy rate for rice 

images based on HOG features for different classifier 

Proposed FFNN SVM  

90 83 82.5 Tarom rice 

92.5 84.5 83 Shiroodi rice 

91 89 88.5 Fajr rice 

93.5 86 85 Binam rice 

 
 
 

TABLE 2. Classification rate based on the magnitude of 

Gabor feature for different classifier 

Proposed FFNN SVM  

96 94 92.5 Tarom rice 

97.5 95 93 Shiroodi rice 

96 94.5 92.5 Fajr rice 

96 93.5 94 Binam rice 
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TABLE 3. Classification accuracy rate of rice classification 

based on the magnitude and phase of the Gabor coefficients 

for different classifier 

Proposed FFNN SVM  

87 81.5 76 Tarom rice 

86.5 80 72 Shiroodi rice 

89 82.5 74.5 Fajr rice 

86.5 80.5 73.5 Binam rice 

 

 

It can be observed that the accuracy results of the 

proposed classifier are lower than the obtained results 

with other defined features introduced in section 3. 

Therefore, the combination of the magnitude and phase 

of the Gabor coefficients cannot adequately distinguish 

between the different rice types. For more 

consideration, the PCA algorithm is used to achieve a 

more appropriate set of features and solve the rice 

classification problem. Firstly, the magnitude and phase 

of Gabor coefficients in different directions are 

extracted (eight images for the magnitude and phase of 

coefficients). After averaging of these feature matrices 

and achieving the final matrix of magnitude and phase, 

the PCA algorithm is applied and the mean of the 

columns are calculated. Finally, a 140×400 training data 

matrix is obtained. The cardinality rate is set to 20 in the 

training and test steps because of the dimension of the 

Gabor/PCA combinational feature. The classification 

results based on this defined feature are expressed in 

Table 4. It can be seen that the effect of the phase 

properties of the Gabor coefficients to distinguish 

between the different classes increases by applying 

PCA. Also, the results of the extracted feature using 

PCA algorithm are shown in Table 5, which shows that 

this feature alone cannot achieve the appropriate results 

in order to solve the rice classification problem. These 

selected parameters from the GLCM feature are nine 

characteristics including mean, variance, energy, the 

range of relative abundances, contrast, homogeneity, 

maximum relative frequency, correlation, and 

entropy.The GLCM coefficients are calculated in the 

four directions of 0°, 45°, 90°, and 135°. Then, the 

mentioned parameters in these directions are calculated. 

 

 
TABLE 4. Classification rate of rice classification based on 

the combination of magnitude and phase of Gabor coefficients 

with PCA for different classifier 

Proposed FFNN SVM  

95 91.5 88.5 Tarom rice 

94.5 90 87 Shiroodi rice 

96.5 92.5 86 Fajr rice 

96 93 90 Binam rice 

TABLE 5. Classification rate of rice classification based on 

PCA coefficients for different classifier 

Proposed FFNN SVM  

64 62 59 Tarom rice 

68.5 63.5 57.5 Shiroodi rice 

65.5 64 56.5 Fajr rice 

67 62.5 58.5 Binam rice 

 

 

As a result, a feature vector with 36 coefficients is 

obtained for the input image. The simulation results 

concluded with this dimension was not sufficient to 

produce this issue and did not produce a satisfactory 

classification rate. 

 

5. 3. Feature Extraction based on Combinational 
Feature Coefficients        In this Section, the feature 

extraction process is investigated using GLCM 

coefficients. This feature vector should be used in 

combination with other features. Among these features, 

the coefficients derived from the HOG with a dimension 

of 1296 for each image data, a local binary pattern LBP 

with a dimension of 10 for each image data and 

moments with a dimension of 7 for each image data, 

which have been introduced in section 3, is applied. The 

results of combining these features to solve the rice 

classification problem are presented in Table 6. The 

dimension of the training matrix using the GLCM/HOG, 

GLCM/HOG/LBP and GLCM/HOG/LBP/Moment 

combinational properties for each rice class are 

1305×400, 1315×400, and 1322×400, respectively. The 

cardinality rate for these features in the training and test 

steps is set to 30, 35 and 35, respectively.  

 

 
TABLE 6. Classification rate of rice image based on the 

combinational feature coefficients for different classifier 

Proposed FFNN SVM  

94.5 90 90.5 Tarom rice 

GLCM/HOG 
96.5 92.5 91.5 Shiroodi rice 

95 91 92 Fajr rice 

96.5 89.5 93.5 Binam rice 

100 93 93.5 Tarom rice 

GLCM/HOG/

LBP 

97.5 95.5 95 Shiroodi rice 

98.5 94.5 93.5 Fajr rice 

98 92 94 Binam rice 

100 94.5 95 Tarom rice 

GLCM/HOG/

LBP/Moment 

98.5 93 94.5 Shiroodi rice 

100 96 96 Fajr rice 

100 96.5 94.5 Binam rice 
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The results show that using the statistical characteristics 

such as the extracted parameters from the GLCM 

coefficients, along with the other rotation-invariant 

features, such as LBP and moments, leads to the desired 

results in the rice classification problem. 
 

 

6. CONCLUSION 
 
Classification of rice varieties and detection of its 

quality is one of the most widely used areas in the field 

of rice trade, especially in the north of Iran. This paper 

presents a solution to this problem based on the sparse 

coding and dictionary learning techniques to calculate 

the over-complete models. The energy of sparse 

coefficients is used in the procedure of classifier design. 

The coherence parameter is considered in the proposed 

dictionary learning approach. Also, different statistical 

and texture-based characteristics are utilized in the 

feature extraction procedure and the obtained results 

have been compared with each other. The simulation 

results show that the proposed rice classification 

algorithm correctly performed the identification of 

different rice varieties. 
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مرتبط با  وتجاری علمیهای عرصهدر  مسئله اساسییك  عنوان به ، هموارهبرنج و تعیین اصالت آن مختلف ارقام شناسایی

 تلفمخ ارقامهای مختلف پردازش تصویر به منظور تشخیص امروزه از تکنیك اهمیت بوده است. کشاورزی مدرن حائز

تایج نبر رنگ یا بافت در راستای دستیابی به  های مختلف مبتنیشود. همچنین ویژگیاستفاده می کشاورزی محصوالت

به کمك مفاهیم الت آن برنج و تعیین اص ارقام شناسایی مسئله مقاله، دراینشود. مطلوب در این حوزه بکار گرفته می

نامه و بازنمایی تنك به های آموزش واژهیتمکارگیری الگورگیرد. این مفاهیم شامل بحسگری فشرده مورد بررسی قرار می

مچنین خواهد بود. ههای هر رقم محصول است، دادهنمایانگر محتوای ساختاری که های فراکامل منظور دستیابی به مدل

ه باشند. به یزان همدوسی را با یکدیگر داشتدیده حداقل مهای آموزشد که مدلشونها به صورتی یادگیری مینامهواژه

های های مختلفی از تصاویر استخراج شده و برای یادگیری مدلمنظور دستیابی به نتایج مطلوب، دسته ویژگی

دل بر یادگیری مبند مبتنید. همچنین نتایج حاصل از طبقهنگیرمورد استفاده قرار می هر رقم برنجکننده مشخصات بازنمایی

ج . نتایه استگرفتسه قرار شبکه عصبی و ماشین بردار پشتیبان مورد مقای بندهایهطبق پیشنهادی با نتایج بدست آمده از

شده قادر به های ترکیبی معرفیهای حاصل از ویژگینامهواژه برمبتنیدهدکهروشپیشنهادی های نشان میسازیشبیه

 .باشدمیبا دقت باالیی شناسایی نوع محصول و تعیین اصالت آن 
doi: 10.5829/ije.2018.31.11b.15 

 

 


